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July 2019
This is Volume 45 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy
to do that. Below is all the latest news.

Trail Tree (TT) Database
Trail Tree Database
We passed the 2,600 mark in early 2019 and now have 2,675 Marker Trees in the database covering 44
states and Canada. The remaining states in the lower 48 that do not have a Marker Tree found as yet are
North & South Dakota, Idaho and Nevada. We need folks from those states looking for a Marker tree so
we can get our coverage to 48 states. Someday, maybe we will get a tree from Alaska and Hawaii.

Trees of Interest
I’ve selected some of trees from all over the United States
submitted from Oct 2018 until Feb 2019 to show the
extent of Marker Trees nationwide. We are learning more
about interpreting the trees and learning to look for
common configurations which help us to understand their
purpose.

GA Tree
Phillip sent in a very unusual tree from GA that is 38.2
inches in diameter. Phillip is 6 ft tall so you can see how
big this tree is. This tree is located on an old Indian trail
and seems to have a double pointer. The tree may also be
pointing to water as there is an old abandon well where
the main pointer is facing.
GA Tree
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MA Tree
Marty sent in this very old Marker Tree
from MA. There was one other Marker
Tree in the vicinity of this one but it had
died and fallen over. This tree is pointing
toward a water source and a place where
many Indian artifacts have been found.
The tree is located on an old trail which is
now a public trail in a county park. The
water source which is the pond may have
been an Indian village site.

CT Tree
Jeff has been searching CT for several
years now and found another Marker Tree
that is very old and dying. Its size is hard
to tell since it has died.
MA Tree

NE Tree
Ramone send in his tree from NE. This tree is located
near the south bank of the Platte River. Near the tree
was a Pawnee camp dating to the 1775 time-frame.
Artifacts of imported rock and pieces of stone tools
have been found all over the plowed land near this
site. This tree is another very old tree that probably
dates to 300 years old.

VA Tree
Anna is German and currently working in the US. She
learned about the Marker Trees by reading some of the
articles published about this cultural feature. While
hiking in the Prince William Forest Park, she spotted
her first Marker Tree and sent it to us. The site where
this tree is located has been determined to be a
Powhattan Indian ceremonial site.
CT Tree
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VA Tree

NE Tree

MO Tree
Fernando found his tree on his property pointing to
a spring.

WI Tree
We have had a number of WI residents finding and
submitting trees from WI in the last several years.
Eric is the latest one to submit a tree from this state.
According to Eric and confirmed by the property
owner, there is another identical tree to this one
located about 20 feet way from this tree. This tree
is a Burr oak. Located near the tree are many
artifacts and Indian mounds. This tree is registered
with the Wisconsin Historical Society.

MO Tree
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WV Tree
Amy has been scouting a part of WV for Marker
Trees and has reported several already. She
found this tree alongside a rural road.
Note the hump on the tree near where it is bent.
We have seen a number of Marker Trees with this
same configuration. It is believed this tree is
pointing to an Indian grave.

AL Tree
WI Tree

Bradley found his tree on his property in AL.

AL Tree

Damage to Marker Trees
The location of the trees reported to the Trail Tree
Project are protected mostly because they exist on
private property. However, even those located on
WV Tree
public property are not advertised as to their
location to protect them from vandals. Even though
we try hard to protect the trees, we don’t always succeed. Benny from Talladega County, AL reported his
tree to us in early January 2019. The tree was located near an old abandoned church on a country road.
There was one damage spot on the tree when he first reported it. Several months later when he revisited
the tree, he discovered serious damage to the tree from vandals who had carved symbols all over the tree.
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This is the kind of destruction we try to protect from happening to the Marker Trees which are sacred to
the Indians.
.

AL Tree Before Destruction
Damaged AL Marker Tree

Indian Heritage
Program

Sites

Research

I discussed in the last newsletter things we had learned from Guy Underwood book, The Pattern of the
Past and Dennis Wheatly book The Essential Dowsing Guide. Both of these books are principle resources
on earth energy and the phenomenon of Geospirals. We have spent a lot of time learning to located and
measure the energy of Geospirals and have recently built two Meditation Gardens at Eagle’s Rest Park
on top of Mt. Oglethorpe, GA where we located two Geospirals. These upwelling energy locations were
sacred to the Indians who used them for healing, for burial ceremonies of their deceased, and for
communicating with their ancestors. We can not claim healing but these sites are the same as found in
Sedona, AZ where many people travel to take advance of the upwelling energy sites for healing.
Our research now is focused on learning more about the energies and how they were used by not only
the Indigenous people but also others such as the Jesuit priests and the Freemasons. Guy Underwood
introduced the concept of the Earth Force in his book. He said, “Observations of the influence which
affects the water diviner suggests that a principle of nature exists which is unknown to, or unidentified
by science. Its main characteristics are that it appears to be generated within the Earth, and to cause wave
motion perpendicular to Earth’s surface: that it has great penetrating power; that it affects the nerve cells
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of animals; that it forms spiral patterns; and
is controlled by mathematical laws
involving principally the numbers 3 and 7.
Until it can otherwise be identified, I shall
refer to it as the Earth Force. It could be an
unknown principle, but it seems more likely
that it is an unrecognized effect of some
already established force, such as
magnetism or gravity.”
Through our research on this subject, we
produced our first summary report on earth
energies as it related to Indigenous and
common sites. This report is entitled,
Unraveling the Earth Force and the
Geodetic Code. The Geodetic Code is
knowledge known only to a few Indigenous
elders, Jesuit priests and Freemasons. It
relates to patterns of existing energy that
were used by the those that knew the code
to locate their sacred sites and or ecclesial
buildings.
Through
studying
Guy
Underwood’s book, we have learned more
Bench at Geospiral, Eagle’s Rest Park
about the Geodetic Code and are now
researching sites with an understanding of what energy patterns to be observing.
One of the sidebar research efforts this new knowledge has led us to investigate is the energy patterns of
some churches and cathedrals in Europe and the US. We can’t follow up on the European sites mentioned
by Underwood but have begun researching the churches and cathedrals in the US. So far, we have visited
three churches in GA and found the energy pattern to exist in these three churches as described by
Underwood. One chapel in Colorado Springs has also been visited by our colleagues where they found
the same patterns. Before the summer is over, we will have visited, eight more sites in Washington DC,
LA, TX, NM, and KS. One of these sites dates from early 1600. Each of these sites has multiple
Geospirals associated with them. The Geospiral are always related ro key common features of the
structures. This is some of the most exciting research we have done recently and it has resulted in a lot
of unanswered questions.

Trail of Tears Memorial for Eagle’s Rest Park
I mentioned in the last newsletter our effort to built a Trail of Tears Memorial at Eagle’s Rest Park in
Pickens County GA. We have raised about 2/3rds of the money needed to build the memorial. The marble
memorial, 8 ft wide by 6 ft high, is about half carved at this time. The memorial is being built in memory
of that tragic event of in GA history when hundreds of Indians were forcibly removed from their homes
and marched to OK in the summer if 1838. A new web site has been put up to provide information about
this project at www.eaglesrestpark.org. Here is a link on the web site to the video about the project:
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https://youtu.be/c1rAaAu_atU. We hope to install the memorial in November 2019 during the celebration
of Indian Heritage Month.
.

Trail of Tear Memorial
was created to i

Mystery of the Trees Presentations and Book Signings
We started out doing only a few presentations this year but the requests keep coming in so our schedule
is getting booked up.
We sold out of the third printing of our book the Mystery of the Trees in early 2018 so it is no longer
available. We have gotten a number of requests for us to reprint the book but it is too expensive to do so
it will have to remain out of print. We still have about 100 of the DVD’s of the same title available left
to sell and they will not be reprinted when gone. We dropped the price of that item to $12.00 and will
have it for sale until supplies are gone.
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Facebook
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees. This site provides a running account of our weekly activities. Please
log on to the site and LIKE the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps educate
folks about the program. Currently, our LIKE’s total is 1,886. We are striving for the 2,000 mark. A lot
of dialog is now on going between the followers of the site who are sharing their findings across the
nation.
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